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1. INTRODUCTION 
Iterating a set of R-linear forms (R denotes a commutative ring with 1) one 
obtains new such forms. For example, starting withf(x,y)=x-Y, one obtains 
gCw,z)=fUW9, ~CW))=~-~Y+Z and Nw)=gdf(x,y)~ Y, gW,x))= 
3x- Sy, etc. . . . 
A trivial observation from group theory shows that the polynomials* in the 
algebra generated by fare precisely all H-linear functions. In general however, 
starting with a set of forms, the number of variables of which being not neces- 
sarily restricted, the generated algebras may not be so easily described. 
In our investigations, the following questions play a central role: 
(A) Which algebras of R-linear forms are finitely generated? 
(B) Which algebras are generated by forms with a restricted number of vari- 
ables? 
(C) Can one provide a decision method for the algebra generated by a given set 
of R-linear forms? 
A solution to these questions is, in general, still open. However, for a large 
class of rings, including the ring of integers, the ring of ration& and the rings 
of finite characteristic, there are results which certainly provide detailed, partial 
solutions to these problems. It is our goal to expose these results in this paper. 
l Here, we use the terminology of Universal Algebra: An algebra of linear forms is a set of such 
forms closed under substitution; a polynomial is a form appearing in the algebra. 
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1.1 Interest in the problem of generating algebras of linear forms came from 
group theory. In [l] IV. Gaschiitz determines all linear forms which generate the 
complete set of H-linear functions (the so called subgroup criteria). In [5] it is 
investigated which forms generate the algebra of k-affine forms (the cosef- 
criteria). Other interest came from convexity. As one knows, the set 
(ti+ (1 - n)y ) A E II?, 0 I A I 1) is a generating set for the R-affine forms C &xi, 
C li= l,Or&~ 1. In [8j T.S. Motzkin starts investigations in generating 
algebras of affine forms, mainly motivated by his interest in the affine analysis 
of convex sets, but also emphasing on the arithmetical problems which arise, 
studying the generation process. 
1.2 To illustrate the difficulties that one meets in handling this process, 
consider the convex weight function fn(x,y) = ax+ (1 - a)y where [YE Q; 
O<cr<l. 
In this case, it is already troublesome to determine the forms with two 
variables obtained by fa (for fixed a). Obviously they are of the form 
p(ar)x + (1 -p(cr))y, where p(a) E H(a). A combinatorial description of the poly- 
nomials p(o), occurring in these expressions is known and will be given in 
3.l(ii). However, a decision method for the algebra generated by fQ is only 
known for the cases where a = l/n (or, equivalently a = 1 - (l/n) (see [5] and 
WI). 
1.3 Finally, we want to mention two more topics in which algebras of the dis- 
cussed kind play an important role, In [2], D.G. Hoffman and D.A. Klarner 
investigate sets of integers, closed under operations of the form 
rnlxl fm2x2+ . . . + mrXr + c (here, ml , . . ., m, c E Z). Although these operations are 
not linear in our sense there are certain connections between the algebras which 
both sorts of operators generate. 
J. van Neumann ([9]) studies algebras obtained by functions fa(x,y) = 
= CYX+ (1 - @y. The polynomials in these algebras represent, as he argues, 
certain neurological mechanisms. 
1.4 Algebras of affine forms are useful in studying the foundations of con- 
vexity theory, In a forthcoming paper we shall discuss some applications of our 
results in this area. 
1.5 In the next section we will expose the methods and the concepts which are 
used in the development of the theory. The main results are given in the ones to 
follow. 
Since this paper partly consists of a combination of the results from both the 
theses of the authors (151 and [lo]) proofs are omitted in some cases, or just 
globally exposed. 
It should be mentioned in advance, that some results in this and the 
forthcoming paper [6] are independently shown by A. Szendrei ([12], [ 13) and 
[14]). Also, Szendrei has made contributions to the subject which essentially 
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enlarge some of the material as it is presented here. Her results will be exposed 
at the proper places. Credits are also due to R.E. Jamison. Especially in the 
relations to convexity (see [7)) he has made several valuable contributions to our 
work. 
2. ALGEBRAS AND SIMPLICES SERIES 
2.1 In our study it is convenient to deal with the coefficients Ai of the form 
C&xi rather than with the form itself. Therefore we introduce the notion of a 
simpiices series: 
DEFINITION: A simplices series A*, A’, A2, . . . over a ring R is a sequence of sub- 
sets A” c R” + I having the properties 
(i) A” contains the n + 1 unit vectors (l,O, . . . . 0), (0, l,O...), etc. 
(ii) for UE Ak and A*,Ai ,...,AkeAn we have Cuil’EA”. 
REMARK (i) Thus a simplices series A*, Al, . . . over R corresponds with an alge- 
bra A of R-linear forms according to the following identification: 
(A*, h , . . ..An)~d” iff CiAixiEA. 
Clause (ii) expresses that an algebra is closed under substitution: with 
f(xo , . . . , x&) = C i pixi and g;(xo , . , , ,x,) = Cj AjXj it contains the form h(xo, . . ., xn) = 
=f(go(xo, .* .,xn), g1(xo, .*.,X”), *.. ,&x0, l ... x,)) = Ci( C ipiAj)Xi. A” is called the 
n-simplexof A*,A’,.... 
(ii) The terminology has its origin in convexity ([4]): an n-simplex is the 
smallest set including (1, 0, . . . ), (0, 1,0, . ..), . . . , (0, 0, . . . , 1) which is closed under 
the forms C&Xi; C&=1, OS&Sl, LiElR. 
2.2 The reader may easily verify that a simplices series satisfies the properties 
listed below: 
(i) the permutation rule: 
(Ao, . . . . ~n)~A”~,~a(o),~a(~),...,~o(n)~A”. 
(ii) the compression rule: 
Go ,...,k+~)~d”+’ *(Jo ,...,An-I,L,+L,+I)EA”. 
(iii) the zero-elimination rule: 
(lo, . . . . In)cA”e(& ,..., k,,O)~d”+‘. 
(iv) do is a multiplicative subset of R. 
2.3 EXAMPLES 
(a) the trivial series: An consists of the unit vectors only. 
(b) thefull series: d” = R”+l for each n. 
(c) thefullaffineseries: A”={AER”+~I C&=1}. 
(d) theclassicalseries: d”={L~lF?+~l C&=1, O~&rl). 
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(e) thepartial order series: d” = {A E R”+ ’ ) C A; = 1, Ai E P 17 1 -P}, Here P C R 
is a partial order, i.e. a subset P satisfying PPcP; P+ PcP; 0,l E P. 
(f) the congruence series: A” = {~~R~+~[~Li=l,allbutoneL~=O(I)}.Heref 
is an ideal in R. 
(g) the orthogonal series: A” = (1 E R” + l[ &Aj = 0 for i#j). 
(h) the affine idempotent series: A” = (l~R”+‘l C&=1, #=li, A;&=0 for 
izj}. 
The series above are, as will be shown, not merely examples. It turns out that 
a large class of simplices series can be described by combinations of 
(homomorphic images of) the ones given here. Especially the series from (e), cr) 
and (h) are of importance in this sense. 
2.4 A special class of simplices series is formed by the affine series i.e. those 
series which contain only vectors the sum of the coordinates of which is 1. 
For affine series we have 
(0 A* = {W) 
(ii) (ilo,&, .#., &)EA”+(Lo, 1 -Lo)EA’. 
Mainly because of the existence of a quickly recognizable coordinate set (a E R 
appears as a coordinate of some vector in the series iff (a, 1 - a) E A ‘) affine 
series are comparatively easier to deal with than series in general. Our main 
results concern affine series. Since there are certain possibilities of transferring 
information about series to associated affine series, and vice versa (see [5]), we 
feel that a detailed study of affine series is justified. 
In view of question (B) from the introduction the following notion is a very 
important one; 
2.5 DEFINITION: The degree of a simplices series A*, A’, . . . is the least integer 
m for which Am-l completely determines the series by using the clauses 2.1(i) 
and 2.l(ii). 
In terms of the corresponding algebra this means that m is the least integer 
for which its forms with m variables constitute a generating set. In universal 
algebra this invariant is sometimes called the arity. 
2.6 The following example may clarify the notion of degree. Consider the two 
seriesADA A2,...andPrir;! , , , , ,**a defined by 
A”={A~h”+ll CAi= 1, exactly one &is odd} and 
P={AEZnfll C&=1}. 
(It is left to the reader to verify that they indeed are simplices series). 
Both series have the same l-simplex, however for nr2 A” +P. In fact 
&A’, . . . has degree 2 and P, ri, . . . degree 3. It is an open question whether 
affine series of higher degree exist. One major result on degrees is given in [6]. 
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Here it is shown that, for a large class of rings, the degree of affine series cannot 
exceed 3. 
For simplices series in general there seems to be more freedom. The following 
example (due to A. Szendrel) shows that series of arbitrary degree exist: 
2.7 The series over R = Z/p2(p# 1) generated by the k-tuple (p,p, . . .,p) has 
degree k. 
2.8 As already stated in 2.4 an important tool in studying affine series is the 
coordinate set: 
DEFINITION: The associated interval of an affine series d”,dl, A2, . . . is the set 
Wd={kR~(;1,1-1)EL.V}. 
Because of the unique correspondence between WA and d’ we may freely 
interchange the notions of I-simplex and interval. An interval u CR is charac- 
terized by the properties 
(i) 0, 1 E 0 
(ii) ~,~,TEw+&u+(~ -A)TEO 
(a direct translation of the clauses 2.1(i) and 2.l(ii)), that means that a subset 
o CR is a l-simplex of some affine series over R if and only if w satisfies (i) and 
(ii). Because of these properties (i) and (ii) an interval reflects the algebraic 
properties of the unit interval (0, 11 C R. For that reason intervals are used in 
algebraic generalizations of convexity (see [7]) which may clarify the 
terminology used. Especially in this connection the best results on intervals can 
be found in [3]. Section 4 is devoted to intervals. 
3. COMBINATORIAL AND ALGEBRAIC DESCRIPTIONS OF SIMPLICES SERIES 
Question (C) of the introduction cannot be solved without a satisfactory 
description of the single generated algebras of linear forms. The next results 
provide some solutions in this direction. 
3.1 THEOREM: (i) The simplices series generated by E, = (LO, .. . , Ak) E Rk+ r in- 
cludes in its p-simplex, for all n, all vectors of the form 
. . . , C 
where i=O, . . . . p, rj~0 and the A$i!.,.,lk are non-negative integers with 
fk! for each (lo, . . . , k). 
(ii) If ilo+& + . . . + )ck = 1, then the simplices series generated by (Lo, . . . , jlk) has, 
in its p-simplex, precisely the vectors described in (i). 
PROOF: A detailed proof can be found in [5]. Here we restrict ourselves in 
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showing the theorem in case k = 1. For an element (Ao, AI) E d I, it follows, using 
2.2: 
By repeating this argument we obtain: 
(A,” ,..., &A;-‘, . . . . A;)E&~-‘, where $A;-’ 
appears (I) times as a coordinate. 
Using compression (repeatedly) we have: 
where the Ay) are non-negative integers satisfying 
,io A?= (7) for each i=O, . . . . n. 
As to the second part of our theorem we note that if 10 + AI = I one can indeed 
show that the expressions 
. . . . i AY’n;J:-i , . . . 
i=O > 
; /%A~‘=(?); ~~10; pz0 
constitute an (affine) simplices series. This is merely so since by the binomial 
formula, ~~C0((5)&I~-i= 1 for all nZ0. 
3.2 The above theorem gives a combinatorial description of the single gener- 
ated affine series. However, a decision procedure for a single generated algebra 
cannot easily be obtained from this result, since the question whether the form 
Cj’Zo piixi can be obtained from the form CfCo L;x in this way presupposes the 
simultaneous solution of the Diophantine equations: 
I 
j.li= C 
I,, + . . + lk = ,I 
AI;! ..,,, ,&:I. . . . . @; 0=&p 
; 40 ,..., I@ 
3.3 REMARK: In the above it is understood that nr for r E R and n z 0, means 
r+r+ . . . + r (n times). Also, it is used that R is cummutative with 1. 
3.4 The following theorems enable us to use orderability of rings in order to 
investigate series over it. 
THEOREM: Let A',A',... be a simplices series over R such that there exists 
(Q, a) Ed’, with e, a E do and neither Q nor a is a zero divisor. Then the sets Pi 
defined by 
Pyj = ((to, . . . . bf)la(to, . ..) tn)ELIR for some ~ELIO which is not a zero 
divisor} 
satisfy: 
(i) Pi +Pi CP: 
(ii) PzP: CP:. 
A proof can be found in [5]. 
This lemma gives some impression of what kind of elements certain series 
may have: As an example, consider a simplice series over the rationals, 
satisfying the condition of the lemma. 
Then it follows that Pi is both additively and multiplicatively closed. In this 
case, the non-zero elements of Pi even form a multiplicative subgroup of Q. 
This means that either P: consists of all rationals, of all non-negative rationals, 
or of all positive rational numbers. 
For the series it means that @“/do) = Q”+ r for all n, or 
(AVAO) = (Q$’ u (0)) n+l for all n, or (P/do) =(Q+)n+r for all n. 
Of course, the importance of the above, heavily depends on the nature of the 
set do. 
3.5 For a simplices series do, A I, . . . , the projection nA”, rrd’, . . . is defined by 
(h . . ..iln)wrA”~Bnd (1% . . . . An,a)~d”+‘. 
It is easily verified that the projection of a series is a simplices series again. 
An important tool in studying series is the notion of the associated cone 
series :
The associated cone series of a simplices series do, Al, . . . is the series 
Po,d, PLd, . . . , where Pid is defined as in theorem 3.4. Before stating the next 
theorem we have to introduce the unicellular series. 
These series are of the form A”={( . . . . O,a,O ,... )la~A~}. 
They are, as representing algebras of forms with one variable, less interesting 
and easiIy described. We have to exclude these series in the following. 
3.6 THEOREM: If do,& . . . is not unicellular and R has no zero divisors, then 
(i) The associated cone series of do, Al, . . . is the full series over a subring 
SCR, or 
(ii) There exists a partial ordering B CR such that the associated cone series is 
the series (4 f12, .. . . 
PROOF: Since do, Al, . . . is not unicellular the projection series A”,A1, . . . fulfils 
the conditions of the previous theorem. Thus Po,d is both additively and multi- 
plicatively closed. Moreover 0,l EP$ and if p is a unit, ,u E Po,d implies 
p-1 EPi*. 
(i) Suppose xA”fi - ~rdO# (0). 
Then it follows that - 1 E P$ and consequently Po,d is a subring of R and 
Pn,d = (P”,y + ’ . 
(ii) Suppose nA”n - nA” = (0). 
In this case, Po,d is a partial ordering of R and Pn,d = (PEJn+ I, 
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REMARK: If R is a field, one can show that S is a subfield, and, in the second 
case, that B is division closed. 
3.7 COROLLARY: If do,&... is a non trivial affine simplices series over a 
domain R, the associated interval UA satisfies either 
(i) c&od is a subring of R, or 
(ii) od/od is a partial ordering of R. 
HereadwA={a~R~3il~w &EC&I andA#O). 
3.8 We close this section with the remark that the notions of simplices series 
and interval are invariant under homomorphisms (image and preimage of a 
series do, d l, . . . under a homomorphism f are defined by 
f&h . . . . A,) = cfn~, . . . . f;3-,J and Cue, . . . . ~~)~f-lfP ifff0lo, . . . . &Ed”). 
Since series over, for example, finite rings are easily computed (see [5]), this 
observation is very useful in studying series over rings in connection with their 
finite residue class rings. An example of this can be found in [5]. 
4. l-SIMPLICES OFAFFINE SERIES 
We recall that an interval w is characterized by the clauses 
(i) 0,l E w 
(ii) A,jfr~~+&f+(l -A)TEw. 
A combinatorial description of the single generated intervals can easily be ob- 
tained from 3.1 (ii): 
The interval generated by ), ER consists of the 
i Airli(l -l)NSi; NZO, AiEE, OIAiS(y). 
i=O 
However, as emphasized before in 3.2, the use of this description of the interval 
depends on the arithmetical properties of R. For example, in case R = Q, and 
0 < 1 c 1, this description did not provide a decision method sofar (see 1.2). 
A global description of intervals can be obtained from 3.7: 
4.1 THEOREM: If LL) is a non-trivial interval (i.e. co z { 0, 1 }) in a domain R, its 
cone (i.e. the set w/w) is either a subring or a partial ordering. 
More detailed information might be obtained by investigating the set 
qt0)=4 -W. 
It is easily shown that I(w) is an ideal in the ring H(w), the subring generated 
by w. 
I(w) will be referred to as the ideal ofw. 
The following proposition plays a key role in our observations. 
4,2 PROPOSITION: Let - be the canonical 
Z(w)/l(w). 
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homomorphism from Z(w) to 
Then 
(i) I(@ =0 
(ii) AEW~,KECZ. 
PROOF: Since for rl,~ we have 1( 1 + p) +- (1 - 1)~ = 1 +p it follows that for 
IZEL~) and puE(u), IZ+~EO. Thus o+I(w)Cw. 
Now, if for some &~EEW, A+~(EI(w) we obtain 1+(-A-p)= -PEW. 
Hence J,~EEI(w). Thus, if fi= -,ii, I=fi=O. 
The second statement too is a direct consequence of the inclusion 
w+I(o)Cw. 
REMARK: The above proposition was independently shown by Jamison in [4]. 
Now we come to our major result on intkrvals. Let us first state the main 
corollary to this result. 
4.3 If there exist AI,..., LEO with -l=&+...+A,, then w consists of 
idempotents modu/o I(W). 
Note that the conditions of the above corollary are satisfied in the cases 
(i) R contains a copy of Z/nH for some n > 0 
(ii) Z(w)/l( w ) contains a copy of Z/nH for some n > 0. 
This enables us to establish the structure of intervals in finite rings; rings of 
finite characteristic; the ring of integers; intervals including a negative rational 
number in rings of characteristic 0. 
In all of the above cases, the intervals considered consist of idempotents 
modulo their ideal. Also, 4.3 yields a characterization of the single generated 
intervals in many cases: 
4.4 Let R be a ring and d E R; o(r2) the interval generated by A. Then, if 
-l=k+A~+...+)c~ for some n>O and &,...,&~w@), W(A) consists of all 
elements congruent to one of 0, 1, A, 1 - 13 modulo A(1 - A)B@). 
A proof of this is in [5] and in [lo]. 
Now, we proof the main theorem, By Co we mean the set 
{AI+A~+...+A.~III>O, &EW}. Itiseasilyverifiedthat Con-Cwisanideal 
containing I(o). 
The theorem is preceded by a lemma; 
4.5 LEMMA: If XE C o, there exists a natural number N such that 
VMrNtfl<i~M-1 VIEW A’(~--A)M-‘xEcu 
PROOF: Suppose x=11 +&+ . . . + AN and let Mr N and il E CD. According to 
3.1 (ii) the simplices series generated by (A, 1 - A) includes 
(..., I’(1 -1)M-i,...) 
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(the term Ai{1 - ny”-i appearing (7) times) in its 2”- 1 simplex. Thus, if 
1 ri~M- 1, each Ai<1 - A)M-’ is at least N times a coordinate. 
Thus (A’(1 -A)M-j, ..,, A’(1 -Ap-, 1 -M’(l +f-i)UP. 
c------ N-times - 
Since each (&, 1 -&)~di(l <j~rJ) we obtain 
g (A’(1 -A)Mei(Aj, 1 -Aj))+(l -NJ’(l -A)M-‘)(O, l)fd’. 
j=l 
Thus (by taking the first coordinate) C,“= 1 hi{1 - n)Mmi;li E w. 
This means Ai(l - ~F-‘xE o and hence we are through. 
4.6 THEOREM: Let R be a ring and w an interval in R. Then, for all A E cu, 
~(1 -n)(zwn -~o)cI(o). 
PROOF: Lemma 4.5 guarantees, for a E 1 w n - C co, the existence of Mr2 
such that for all IIEO and any 1 cirM- 1 
A’(1 -;~~M-%Ew and A’(1 -a)M-j(-Q)EO. 
Hence 
A’(1 -~)M-iu~I(co) for any 1 SilM- 1. 
We conclude that for all integers DI,D~, . . . ,DM- 1 
MilDiAi(l -A)M-ilZEI(W). 
i= I 
Choosing Di = (y,‘) we obtain 
M-l M-2 
J* K-j2)AYl -~Y+J=U -I)ai;0(y-2)P(l -A)“-Z-i=l(l -A)QEI(O). 
This finishes the proof. 
In a forthcoming paper [ 1 l] a stronger structure theorem for intervals (also 
valid in rings not necessarily supposed to be commutative) shall be given. 
It is now easy to prove corollary 4.3: 
If&+...+&=-lforsomeilr,...,&Em,bothlECcuand -l~Ccu,hence 
C CLI is a subring of R and it follows that for all il E w A( 1 - 2) E I(w). 
Let us now return to the questions A, B and C, raised in the introduction and 
consider our results from this point of view, To this end, let .cs/ be an algebra of 
R-affine forms. Then, in the following cases, a satisfactory description of the 
forms with two variables in .d can be given: 
(1) R=Z. 
(2) R has characteristic f 0. 
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(3) R has characteristic 0 and one of the forms in ~4 has at least a negative 
rational number as coefficient. 
In these cases, the coefficients of the forms considered are idempotents modulo 
an ideal which is uniquely determined by the set of all coefficients of the 
poIynomials in &. 
In [6] it will be shown that in the above cases in fact the complete algebra can 
be described. As a consequence it will turn out that each of the algebras 
considered are generated by their forms with 3 variables. 
In the same paper we will go into the question how to treat cases not covered 
by (l), (2) or (3): here we shall give a decision method for the algebra generated 
by the H[X]-affine form XXI + (1 -X)x2. 
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